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CONSISTENTLY DELIVERING OUTSTANDING RESULTS
Evodoor Duracoat’s pre-fabricated door panels are manufactured from Evosure Tempered hardboard and
pre-coated with a sealer and primer to provide a paint ready finish.

Evosure Tempered is manufactured by adding tempering oil and additional heat to Evosure Original
hardboard during the production process. This gives Evodoor Duracoat extra strength and limits
moisture uptake. These properties make Evodoor Duracoat door panels ideally suited for

DOOR FRAME
STILE & RAIL
DOOR CORE
HMR MDF

interior and semi-exterior usage especially in humid and coastal regions as they can
withstand prolonged exposure to the elements while offering an aesthetically
appealing surface.

DOOR PANEL
EVODOOR
DURACOAT

VERSATILE
Evodoor Duracoat door panels offer up to 40% superior strength and density
compared to substitutes, such as MDF panels, and its high internal bond strength
allows greater resistance to impact. These door panels are manufactured from
tempered hardboard to ensure they have a low moisture absorption rate, making
them more resistant to harsh environmental conditions and suitable for both interior
and semi-exterior use. In addition, they are primed, sealed and ready to paint upon
purchase which saves time on labour. The combination of these factors make Evodoor
Duracoat door panels a cost effective door solution that saves time and money on
replacement costs.

TRUSTED
Evodoor Duracoat door panels have been successfully supplied into the Australian
market for over 15 years. During this time these door panels have built a solid reputation
in the market and today they are widely trusted by developers, commercial builders and
leading residential project builders for all their interior and semi-exterior door needs.
Tried and tested in all variable climatic conditions across Australia, with literally millions
of door panels being successfully installed countrywide, Evodoor Duracoat is the reliable
door solution that is trusted throughout Australia and New Zealand.

NATURAL
Evodoor Duracoat door panels are manufactured responsibly. Unlike MDF panels, no
synthetic resins are used within the manufacturing process. The wood used in the
manufacture of these door panels is sourced from our sustainable and renewable
forestry partners, making Evodoor Duracoat door panels formaldehyde free and
compliant with EO and FSC™ Mix certifications.

CHOOSE
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Ideal for semi-exterior applications (front/entrance & back doors).

Important selection for high humidity regions with its high resistance to water absorption (including bathroom doors).

High impact resistance to everyday living through its strength and density properties.

All natural hardwood fibres and resins.

Feature

Benefit

Advantage vs MDF

High Density and Strength
> 960kg/m3

Superior density with internal bond strength
allows greater resistance to impacts and
potential damage on site and in the home

Approx. 30% to 40% greater density
properties

Tempered Hardboard and High
MOE (Modular of Elasticity)

The unique ‘tempering’ process along with
very low moisture absorption rates provide
high performance characteristics for
resistanceto variable climatic conditions.
LESS REPLACEMENT COSTS

Lower moisture absorption rates
that reduce any potential board
swell.

Natural Raw Materials

Hardwood sourced from sustainable forests
is environmentally responsible including a
formaldehyde E0 rating

The use of natural resins to adhere
all the natural timber fibres.
NO SYNTHETIC RESINS
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